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Tales of the Secret Service

Henry Cole,
King of the Coney Men

by BRENT HUGHES

When John S. Dye, author of The Government Blue Book,
a Complete History of the Lives of all the Great Counterfeiters,
Criminal Engravers and Plate Printers, published his book
in 1880, he stated that "the counterfeiter is a bandit
against whose robberies intelligence is the only safe-
guard." Dye's business was supplying that intelligence to
bankers all over the country in his famous "Counterfeit
Detector" publications. He obtained his informataion
through his pipeline directly into the files of the United
States Secret Service. With typical pride, he said of his
book, "These narratives of felonious adventure are moral
beacon-lights along the coast of life

The subject of his first chapter was one Henry C. Cole,
alias Harry C. Cole or "Big Dutch Harry:' Dye put Cole
first because "his history makes him a sort of connecting
link between the men who, early in the present century,
flooded the United States with fraudulent bills and coin;
and the rogues and rascals of like sort in this year of grace
1879"

I N the early 1800s there was no extradition treaty between
the United States and Canada. This allowed criminals of
all kinds to operate all along the border, jumping back

and forth to escape arrest and prosecution. Counterfeiters, all
of whom seemed to know each other, congregated in the vil-
lage of Frelighsburg, inside Canada just across the border from
Vermont. Most of them lived on Koniack Street which led to
the saying that they were Koniackers in the "coney" business.

There were dozens of gangs with various specialties. The elite
among them were the engravers who made the plates. Next
were the printers and technicians who ran the presses. Then
came the wholesalers who funneled the spurious notes to
retailers known as "shovers" who actually passed the currency
into circulation.

The old New England banks and the better known banks in
New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania were most often vic-
timized. This era has been called "the golden age of counter-
feiting in America" and Dye's nominee for king of the coney
men was Henry C. Cole. The ultimate compliment was paid to
Cole by some agents of the Secret Service who said that "he
could not be shadowed!' Cole, they claimed, had a sixth sense,
a certain cunning, which told him when police officers were on
his trail. He then simply vanished into the night, leaving his
"shadow" with nothing to do but give up the chase.

Secret Service records show that Cole was born at Red Island,
Vermont on March 19, 1821. His first arrest was on a canalboat
in New York State in 1854. The captain of the boat was also a
wholesale distributor of counterfeit money with Cole as his as-

sistant. For years they had successfully passed the notes to
shippers and storekeepers in the small towns along their route.

One day the captain received a tip that the authorities were
about to arrest him, so he simply jumped ship, as it were, and
left Cole to feed the mules and mind the boat, unaware that
officers were approaching.

Cole was soon hauled off to Sing Sing Prison where he
served five miserable years learning how cruel life could be. He
also learned what he should do if he were arrested again.

The year 1859 found him in Philadelphia, in the counterfeit
money business again as the partner of one Schunheat or
Schoener. The two sold much of their currency to one Mary
Brown, alias Mary Henderson, who was a partner of Mother
Roberts of Cincinnati. Mary was also an associate of the
notorious Charles Ulrich, the master engraver. Inevitably Cole
and the others learned that the prince of money men who sup-
plied working capital to many counterfeiters was Joshua D.
Miner of New York City, a man of enormous wealth and in-
fluence among politicians.

By 1866 Cole had more or less cornered the supply of a
popular counterfeit, the $10 note of the Farmers and Manufac-
turers National Bank of Poughkeepsie. He also had a good in-
ventory of a United States note, the $50 greenback of 1863
(portrait of Hamilton). Involved in this massive wholesale
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operation along with Cole were Bill Gurney, Lame Sam, Hank
Hall, Jim Boyd, Phil Hargrave, Kate Gross and Bill Stewart. Cole
was in the big time now, sometimes selling $30,000 worth of
"goods" in a single day. It was inevitable that agents of the
newly-established U.S. Secret Service would pick up his trail.

When William P. Wood, first chief of the Secret Service, was
asked to resign in 1869, Herman C. Whitley took over. He com-
pletely reorganized the agency and began a clamp-down on
counterfeiters. Cole often found himself being followed but
always managed to elude his "shadow," leaving frustrated agents
in his wake.

In August of 1870 a beautiful counterfeit of the National
Shoe and Leather Bank of New York City $20 note appeared in
many Eastern cities. Agents launched a major investigation and
caught Bill Gurney in the act of selling a large quantity of them.
Gurney proposed a deal in which he would tell the agents who
had the plates of the new $20 note if they would go easy on
him in court. In those days the Secret Service put seizure of
plates ahead of jail sentences for counterfeiters, so an agree-
ment was made. Unfortunately the owner of the plates turned
out to be Joshua Miner, who simply surrendered the plates and
used his political clout to get himself off Gurney had no clout
and he ended up being sentenced to ten years in prison plus a
$3,000 fine.

In a domino effect Gurney's shover, Dave Kirkbride, was ar-
rested with $1,980 in counterfeit money in his pocket. He in
turn squealed on his partner, David Keen, who turned in Henry
Cole. This time the agents did not try to follow Cole; instead
they used Keen to set up a trap. On the night of October 10,
1871 two agents took Keen to Cole's home where he bought
$5,000 worth of Poughkeepsie tens and National Shoe and
Leather $20s for $900, in marked bills. The officers nailed Cole
with the marked money in his hands.

The agents listened while Cole, in typical fashion, proposed
a deal. Go easy on him, he said, and he would not only help
them arrest the big man, Joshua Miner, but Miner's engraver
whose name Cole did not know. Cole promised to buy the
plates of the $2 bill of the Ninth National Bank of New York
and the famous Poughkeepsie $10. The agents agreed and
elaborate plans were made. The transactions would take place
on the night of October 25, 1871, a night that turned out to be
unfit for man or beast.

Whitley realized that the torrential rain and total darkness
would cause difficulties for his men but could see no way to
delay the deal, so he ordered full speed ahead. It was a mistake
that he would regret. Some of his men got lost en route; others
were drenched and stepped into ankle-deep mud at the
meeting site. The two agents assigned to shadow Cole could
barely see him in the gloom.

The man everyone was looking for was Miner, of course, but
when he showed up he was standing in the middle of the inter-
section where he was soon joined by a second man. The two
conferred under a large umbrella as the two agents crept to-
ward them in the muddy street. The agents could hear nothing
nor could they see what the two men were doing.

Suddenly the two men separated, one of them going over to
Cole, who was standing on the curb. One of the agents grabbed
the man near Cole. He turned out to be Miner. A fight ensued;
Miner thought he was being attacked by a street thug. During
the melee the plates and the marked bills ended up in the
muddy street. Later on it would take a squad of unhappy police
officers with lanterns the rest of the night to recover and wash
the money and plates.

The other agent caught up with his man and collared him.
The prisoner turned out to be Thomas Ballard, alias Thomas
Avey, alias Tom Davis, one of the great engravers of the time.
His "studio" was at 256 Rivington Street in New York City.

Joshua Miner had to spend $25,000 in legal fees but got off
on the grounds of "insufficient evidence' After all, his lawyers
claimed, no plates or money had been found on their client.
All of that material had been picked up in the street where the
police officers may have planted it themselves. The jury agreed
with Miner's lawyer and the money man walked out free.

Thomas Ballard found himself in a cell of the Ludlow Street
Jail, which everyone knew was about as secure as Central Park.
On the night of November 15, 1871 all the guards happened to
go to supper at the same time, after forgetting to lock the cells,
so the prisoners simply went for an evening stroll. Time after
time Miner's money made guards careless while the public
snickered. Ballard's boss had arranged for his freedom and he
vanished.

Cole's testimony against Miner and Ballard not only got his
indictment dismissed, but in the process he received a full
pardon from Governor John T. Hoffman. On the plus side for
the government, fourteen men, eight presses, nineteen sets of
steel plates, security paper and $60,000 in counterfeit bills were
seized.

In 1875 the Philadelphia police suddenly arrested Cole on a
charge of forging and selling Allentown, Pennsylvania school
bonds. Miner had a long memory and had set Cole up in re-
venge. Cole got himself cleared but had to spend $35,000 in
the process.

He was soon up to his old tricks, making a deal to sell
$50,000 in counterfeit notes of the Highland National Bank of
Newburg, New York. The Secret Service was tipped off and
managed to seize the notes before Cole could take delivery.
Time after time the agents almost caught Cole; they followed
him everywhere but he avoided arrest.

In 1876 Cole's friend Charles Ulrich was released from
prison in Ohio. He made his way to New Jersey where he began
using the name James Winell. He rented a house in Plainfield
where agents noticed that, from time to time, he had a visitor
named Henry Cole. They staked out the place and set up a raid
for November 30, 1878. They caught Ulrich making a new plate
of the $100 United States (legal tender) note which was a
masterpiece. Ulrich, as usual, suggested a deal. His money man
was Henry Cole, he said. The two had planned to run off a mil-
lion dollars worth of the note and pass half in Europe and half
in the United States.

The agents told Ulrich to continue working until Cole came
visiting. This time they intended to be patient and let Cole in-
criminate himself. Cole came and went several times, never
suspecting that he was being watched. Then, on January 17,
1879, he made his big mistake. He went to Billington & Com-
pany and the Charles Enue Johnson Company in Philadelphia
where he purchased plate making materials and printing inks.
He then headed to Plainfield to deliver the items to Ulrich. The
agents hidden in the next room listened as Cole eagerly dis-
cussed his plans with Ulrich. As he prepared to leave, they
handcuffed Cole before he could react. A long career was
ending for the man who bragged that he could not be
shadowed.

The agents soon discovered that Cole and Ulrich had an-
other partner, the notorious Jacob Ott. He had helped them
produce the $50 notes of the Broadway National Bank and the
Tradesmen's National Bank of New York, which they shipped
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to Germany, and the $5 note of the First National Bank of
Tamaqua and Hanover, Pennsylvania.

The notes for Germany had been made without signatures,
and in the signing somebody became careless. Signatures
ofone bank's officers ended up on the notes of another bank.
Charter numbers confused Cole and these too were mixed.
Thus the Secret Service could easily identify these counterfeits
from the charter number errors. John S. Dye did his part by
publicizing the errors in his famous publication.

On February 4, 1879 Cole and Ulrich stood before a federal
judge in Trenton, New Jersey where they pleaded guilty. Cole
was sentenced to twelve years in prison, which meant that he
would be seventy years old when he got out. Dye quoted from
the Secret Service file that contained a marvelous description of
Cole. He was said to be "tall, stoop-shouldered, thin of flesh,
cadaverous in countenance, with a dark and despondent ex-
pression almost always hovering over it; an old fellow with
sharp, deep-sunken eyes, scraggy grey beard—every line of his

peculiar face indicating cunning and artifice of the most con-
summate type"

John Dye was not about to end his narrative with somebody
else's words. He loved to do his own writing and was a master
of the flowery style of the 1880s. He studied Cole's life and
decided that the old boy had a few redeeming qualities. He
said that Cole "was a kind husband and indulgent father; a
temperate man who paid common debts. Had he devoted his
talents to honest business, he could have been successful,
useful and happy. He chose to be a criminal; lived a hunted life
of trouble and fear, and has been driven at last, like a wild
beast, into a hole to die
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An Exhibitor's
Approach to
Paper Money

The challenge of assembling complete sets of United States
paper money can be task enough for some collectors. However,
exhibiting at shows presents its own challenges and rewards.

By GENE HESSLER

Some members have asked to see something in this
journal about exhibiting. Two years ago I was asked to
write an article for The Numismatist on the subject of ex-
hibiting United States paper money.

I have acted as a judge for this category at American
Numismatic Association (ANA) conventions for about
15 years. After learning from others, I decided to exhibit
in a different category: foreign paper money. I have been
fortunate, perhaps lucky, to have received eight first place
awards, three second place awards and one Best of Show
Award at ANA conventions. I don't suggest waiting five
years before you enter the exhibiting arena, but it would
be advisable to look and learn before you leap.

T HOSE of us who collect do so instinctively. Bottle caps,
comic books, baseball cards, matchbook covers, coins,
etc., are pursued by people of all types. The chase is part

of the fun and satisfaction. But once you have found all the
bank notes of a particular series, and you think you have
learned everything there is to know about them—the designers,

engravers and circumstances associated with your notes—often
the thrill is gone. Yet there is still another plateau: exhibiting.

You will discover when preparing an exhibit that there is
always something else that will take you back to the library.
And when the exhibit is on display you will experience a great
deal of satisfaction. You might also be the catalyst that arouses
the collecting instinct in someone who views your exhibit.
Money interests most people, and an attractive thematic paper
money exhibit will usually cause people to stop and look.

From my experience, here are a few things to consider if you
plan to exhibit at numismatic shows:

1. Begin with the bank notes you already have. You might
have a great idea for an exhibit, but the note(s) you lack
could be extremely expensive to purchase.

2. Choose a theme that truly interests you.
3. Be on the lookout for supporting material, such as photo-

graphs, post cards and engravings that relate to the subject
of your exhibit.

4. Assemble a variety of display materials, such as frames,
sheets of colored construction paper, and fabric rem-
nants. You can also purchase paper at an art supply store.

Study the bank notes in your collection and see if you can
create a theme: type sets are the most obvious. Many of the
classic, large-size notes are too expensive for the average col-
lector to purchase. So, it might be necessary to limit your theme
to include fewer notes. This should not make your exhibit any
less interesting, provided you have used some imagination. For
example, if you have one or two small-size $2 notes, an exhibit
titled "A Type Set of U.S. Small-Size $2 Notes" could be com-
pleted inexpensively. A photograph of the Gilbert Stuart por-
trait of Thomas Jefferson and one of Jefferson's home in
Monticello would enhance your display. You should be able to
find both on old post cards or in magazines. This would enable
you to discuss both sides of the notes. (By the way, when refer-
ring to the two sides of a note always use "face" and "back"; "ob-
verse" and "reverse" are for coins and medals only.) The most
common of each of the four types of small-size $2 notes in un-
circulated condition can be purchased for a total of about $35;
the 1976 Federal Reserve note is available at your bank.
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